ISO	EDUCATION
time. For Socrates had taught them to trust their reason.
'We must follow whither the argument will lead' was one of his
favourite maxims; and wherever men have learnt to think
honestly and to think straight, they have been in a very real
sense his pupils.
note.—Most of our English vocabulary which has to do with
education is derived from the Greek. Thus, 'philosophy' is from
philo (I love) and sophia (wisdom); 'logic' is the science of logoi
or words; 'mathematics' originally meant the science of things
learnt or discovered; 'geometry' is the measuring of gg = the
earth; 'geography' the drawing (grapho = draw or write) of the
earth; 'arithmetic' is the science of arithmoi or numbers. 'Physics' is
derived from physis = nature; and nearly the whole vocabulary of
the scientific laboratory will be found to be derived from the Greeks,
the first scientists.
CONCLUSION
it was Pericles' ideal that Athens should be can education to.
Greece'; and there can be no doubt that his ideal was fulfilled
in actual fact. Indeed, we can scarcely question that in intelli-
gence, in taste, and in enthusiastic zeal to be up and doing the
Athenians as a body have found no equals in the history of the
world. A modern psychologist has declared that 'the average
intelligence of the Athenian race was as much higher than our
own as our own is higher than that of the African negro'.
Consider the range of the average Athenian's activities. On their
public side, he was a practical politician, an administrator of
the law, very possibly a speaker, and quite certainly a soldier or
a sailor. If not himself an artist or a craftsman, he was at least
capable of appreciating the beauty of others' work; and all
that he did he performed with a zest and enterprise which kept
him young and vigorous. He practised athletics all his days.
He could sing, dance, and play the lyre. He had a thirst for

